
UMBRELLA - TRIAL DOCUMENT

TAKE A TRIAL OF CISCO UMBRELLA AND SEE WHAT IT CAN DO.

As the industry’s first Secure Internet Gateway in the cloud, Cisco Umbrella provides  
the first line of defence against threats on the internet, because Umbrella is delivered  

from the cloud, it is the easiest way to protect all of your users in minutes.

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE TRIAL?

 - Threat protection like no other — block malware, C2 callbacks, and phishing.

 - Predictive intelligence — automates threat protection by uncovering  
attacks before they launch.

- Worldwide coverage in minutes — no hardware to install or  
software to maintain.

- Weekly security report — get a personalised summary of malicious  
requests & more, directly to your inbox.

- 1,000+ users? — You’re eligible for the Umbrella Security Report,  
a detailed post-trial analysis.

SOLUTION
TRIAL

CISCO UMBRELLA  
PROTECT AGAINST THREATS ON THE  

INTERNET, WHEREVER YOUR USERS GO



UMBRELLA - TRIAL DOCUMENT

Interested in how Cisco Umbrella can help you secure your environment, then why not see the impact it 
can have with a free, 21 day trial. We can help you to quickly provision OpenDNS across some or all of 

your environment and assist you in evaluating the additional protection it provides.

For more information, please contact your account manager or the 
Natilik team on 0203 597 8000.

CISCO UMBRELLA

SECURITY FTE’S 
 FREED UP

Via lower OA&M, fewer infected 
devices to be remediated, and more 

efficient incident response

REDUCTION IN 
ALERT NOISE 

Through integrating Cisco global 
threat intelligence into your SIEMs 

and IR processes via the APIs

COMPROMISED
SYSTEMS IDENTIFIED

Than traditional network/ 
endpoint security systems or other 

advanced threat defenses 

It is a major challenge to protect every 
perimeter which means that gaps will  

inevitably appear.

Securing the DNS level provides a highly 
 effective additional layer of protection.

WHY NOT PROTECT HERE

THE VALUE DELIVERED BY CISCO UMBRELLA


